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OPTIMA

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH
OPTIMA(EZO) BALL BEARINGS

Dear Customer,

- Metric and imperial dimensions
- Dimensions from 0.60 to 90mm
(metric) and 0.0236 to 3.5433 inches
(imperial)
- Stainless steel or chromium ball
bearings, with flange, thin section,
open, flanged or sealed
- P0 standard quality but others on
request
- 5 to 10 µ standard clearance but
others on request
- thrust ball bearings
- Wide range of lubricants available

In this May issue, we have decided
to introduce our wide range of ball
bearings whose reputation is now
well established.
RBC France is ISO 9001:2000
certified and is indeed specialised in
selling high-precision miniature ball
bearings for varied sectors such as
civil and military aviation, the
automotive, dental and optical
sectors. Our ball bearings comply
with either standard dimensions or
unique application specifications
with brands such as RMB (which
produced the first ever miniature
ball bearings in the world in 1932),
EZO and ORS (serie 6000).
We can also provide all kinds of
radial ball bearings, with angular
contact ball bearings, thrust ball
bearings, made of chromium or
stainless steel, imperial or metric
dimensions, as well as assembly
accessories such as precision spring
washers, circlips and shims.
Ask for our free catalogs :

RBC France: an international
partner with a team ready to assist
you!

Large possibility of interchangeability

RBC France also offers :
-

RBC cam followers
(interchangeability with McGill and INA)
Microlinea miniature linear bearings
MPS miniature ball screws
Bianchi TAS universal joints and cardan shafts
Adax and Rbc needles, pins, rollers and shafts
NICE ball bearings
FIBERGLIDE self-lubricating bearings
UNIBAL, HEIM, HIRSCHMANN rod ends
SCHAUBLIN collets and toolholders
RBC thin section ball bearings
(interchangeability with Kaydon)
Are you working on a project?
Do you have any special requests?
Do not hesitate to contact us!

www.rbcfrance.com

01 60 92 17 35

